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Abstract—The memory topology of high-performance computing platforms is becoming more complex. Future exascale
platforms in particular are expected to feature multiple types
of memory technologies, and multiple accelerator devices per
compute node.
In this paper, we discuss the use of explicit management of
the layout of data in memory across memory nodes and devices
for performance exploration purposes. Indeed, many classic
optimization techniques rely on reshaping or tiling input data in
specific ways to achieve peak efficiency on a given architecture.
With autotuning of a linear algebra code as the end goal, we
present AML: a framework to treat three memory management
abstractions as first-class citizens: data layout in memory, tiling
of data for parallelism, and data movement across memory
types. By providing access to these abstractions as part of
the performance exploration design space, our framework eases
the design and validation of complex, efficient algorithms for
heterogeneous platforms.
Using the Intel Knights Landing architecture in one of its
most NUMA configurations as a proxy platform, we showcase
our framework by exploring tiling and prefetching schemes for
a DGEMM algorithm.
Index Terms—Deep memory, high-bandwidth memory, explicit
memory management

I. I NTRODUCTION
As we approach exascale, high-performance computing
(HPC) platforms are increasingly featuring complex memory
topologies. Intel’s Knights Landing [1] (KNL) processor was
an early indicator of this trend, with a configuration that
can result in a single socket being split into 8 NUMA
domains: 4 quadrants for the on-chip network and 2 types
of memory (high-bandwidth MCDRAM and regular DRAM)
per quadrant. Exascale-class systems are also expected to
feature a topology including multiple accelerator devices with
their own memory banks along with their host multicore
processor. Regardless of the specific technology, these systems
will exhibit deep memory: multiple levels of cache-coherent,
byte-addressable memory.
How these complex topologies should be managed by HPC
applications is still an open research question. Vendors have
spent considerable effort on hiding most of this complexity
behind automatic mechanisms that expose a single coherent
virtual address space with each compute element pulling data
as close as possible when needed. This is a case for the cache
mode of the KNL, which uses the high-bandwidth memory
as a last-level direct-mapped cache, as well as for the unified
memory feature on Nvidia GPUs, which allows the GPU to
pull pages of data allocated on the CPU side as needed.

We believe that these automatic cache-like management
schemes are leaving performance on the table and, more
importantly, prevent the internal structure of applications from
treating the placement, movement, and shape of data as key
performance concerns. In this paper, we revisit typical memory
optimization strategies in the autotuning of dense linear algebra kernels as first-class abstractions that can be part of an application design space for heterogeneous architectures. These
abstractions are implemented in AML: a library providing
building blocks for the creation of explicit, application-aware
memory management policies. Our library allows application
and runtime developers to quickly design memory management schemes adapted to complex memory hierarchies, while
still being agnostic to the specific hardware topology exhibited
by the architecture. As a memory management framework,
AML provides facilities to build custom data layouts, adapt
memory placement according to those layouts, and handle
coarse-grained memory movement between memory layers,
as required for prefetching mechanisms.
To motivate exposing those abstractions to application developers, we present an extensive performance exploration
study combining autotuning and careful data movement orchestration to achieve efficiency on large input sizes for a
DGEMM algorithm on a KNL system configured as a large
NUMA topology. We demonstrate that our library enables us
to implement efficient tiling schemes and dynamic memory
movements to prefetch inputs into the more efficient memory.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
our motivation: the reproduction, using autotuning, of an
optimization strategy for DGEMM with large inputs. Using
this complex memory management optimization as a starting
point, we present in Section III three abstractions necessary
for building a complex data orchestration policy on a heterogeneous topology and discuss how they can be provided to
application performance specialists as building blocks inside
the same framework. We explore the full performance of our
data orchestration scheme in Section IV. Section V discusses
related work, and we conclude in Section VI with a summary
and some observations about future platform requirements.
II. M OTIVATION
Our motivating problem is the fine-grained optimization
of a DGEMM kernel (C = A ∗ B + C) for large matrix
sizes, utilizing a state-of-the-art strategy [2]. This strategy
is a bottom-up, architecture-aware approach for maximizing

performance: for each level of the memory hierarchy of the
target architecture, use subkernels and reorganize data to
achieve the best compute intensity (ratio of memory loads to
compute instructions). Such a strategy involves finely tuned
reorganization of data across cache levels in a non portable
way. For productivity and portability reasons, we would like
to generalize and simplify the memory management of this
kind of approach.
The DGEMM kernel proposed in [2] is tailored to target the
Knights Landing architecture, which is notoriously difficult to
tune for. In order to reach peak performance, every level of the
memory hierarchy needs to be accounted for. The KNL node
used in this study has 64 cores with 32 vector registers 512
bits wide (8 double-precision floats), 32 KiB of L1 cache and
1 MiB of L2 cache shared between each pair of cores. The
node also has 16 GiB of MCDRAM memory, and although it
can be used as a cache, it will exposed as a NUMA memory
node in this study. Our strategy thus involves 4 levels of kernel
optimization.
Inner Kernel: The inner kernel is optimized for registerlevel data access patterns. Register reuse is achieved by careful
vectorization and limited use of load and store instructions.
Specifically, the inner kernel works on small tiles of A, B, and
C with sizes [kb, mr], [kb, nr], and [mr, nr], respectively. We
b B,
b and C
b (note that A
b is transposed). Tile
denote these tiles A,
sizes are chosen so that nr is a multiple of the vector length
(8 in our case), while mr is small enough that the whole
b and a row of B
b fit inside the registers simultaneously.
tile C
Thus, for this architecture, the possible values of [mr, nr] are
(31, 8), (15, 16) and (7, 32). The last parameter, kb, should
b but
be large enough to amortize data transfer overheads on C
b to fit inside half of the L1 cache.
also small enough for A
Intermediary Kernel: The intermediary kernel works on
sets of tiles of A, B, and C with sizes of [kb, mb], [kb, n],
e B,
e and
and [mb, n], respectively. We denote these tilesets A,
e
e
C. A is stored as mb/mr (or nblocka) consecutive tiles
b C
e is stored as (mb/mr) ∗ (n/nr) (or
of size [kb, mr] (A),
b and
nblocka ∗ nblockn) consecutive tiles of size [mr, nr] (C),
e
b
B is stored as n/nr (or nblockn) tiles of size [kb, nr] (B).
These sizes are chosen to take advantage of L2 caches, and
e fits inside half of the L2
in particular mb is chosen so that A
cache available to a core.
Outer Kernel: The outer kernel updates a block C of
size [m, n], using a block A of size [k, m] and a block B
of size [k, n]. The layouts used here are as follows: C is
e A is stored as
stored as m/mb (or nblockm) blocks of C,
e and B
(k/kb) ∗ (m/mb) (or nblockk ∗ nblockm) blocks of A,
e
is stored as (k/kb) (or nblockk) blocks of B. This is where
our approach differs from [2]. In the original algorithm, the
b is performed in the intermediary kernel,
transposition of A
b
while B is transposed in the outer kernel. We extracted
those transformations to take place before the outer kernel.
This approach results in another level of blocking in the
algorithm: the outer kernel is operating on blocks of A, B,
and C with a shape of [nblockk, nblockm, nblocka, kb, mr],
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void i n n e r _ k e r n e l (
d o u b l e ah [KB ] [MR] ,
d o u b l e bh [KB ] [ NR] ,
d o u b l e ch [MR] [ NR ] ) {
/ ∗ ch += ah ∗ bh ∗ /
}
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void i n t e r m e d i a r y _ k e r n e l (
i n t nblockn ,
d o u b l e a t [NBLOCKA] [ KB ] [MR] ,
d o u b l e b t [ n b l o c k n ] [ KB ] [ NR] ,
d o u b l e c t [ n b l o c k n ] [NBLOCKA] [MR] [ NR ] ) {
# pragma omp p a r a l l e l f o r n u m _ t h r e a d s (NUM_INNER_TH)
f o r ( i n t j r = 0 ; j r < n b l o c k n ; j r ++) {
f o r ( i n t i r = 0 ; i r < NBLOCKA; i r ++) {
i n n e r _ k e r n e l ( &a t [ i r ] [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ,
&b t [ j r ] [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ,
&c t [ j r ] [ i r ] [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ) ;
}
}
}
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void o u t e r _ k e r n e l (
i n t nblockm , i n t n b l o c k n , i n t n b l o c k k ,
d o u b l e ad [ n b l o c k k ] [ nblockm ] [NBLOCKA] [ KB ] [MR] ,
d o u b l e bd [ n b l o c k k ] [ n b l o c k n ] [ KB ] [ NR] ,
d o u b l e cd [ nblockm ] [ n b l o c k n ] [NBLOCKA] [MR] [ NR ] ) {
f o r ( i n t p = 0 ; p < n b l o c k k ; p ++) {
# pragma omp p a r a l l e l f o r n u m _ t h r e a d s (NUM_OUTER_TH)
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < nblockm ; i ++) {
intermediary_kernel (
nblockn ,
&ad [ p ] [ i ] [ 0 ] [ 0 ] [ 0 ]
&bd [ p ] [ 0 ] [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ,
&cd [ i ] [ 0 ] [ 0 ] [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ) ;
}
}
}
Listing 1. Pseudocode for the DGEMM outer kernel.

[nblockk, kb, nblockn, nr], and [nblockm, nblockn, nblocka,
mr, nr], respectively. We denote them Ȧ, Ḃ, and Ċ. The sizes
m, n, and k are chosen so that the blocks are approximately
square and large enough to amortize the transform cost. The
pseudocode for this entire algorithm is given in Listing 1.
Top Kernel: The top kernel is responsible for orchestrating
the transformation of the input matrices and the launch of
the outer kernel. Matrix C̄ is of size [M, N ], matrix Ā of
size [M, K], and matrix B̄ of size [K, N ]. The matrices are
arranged in blocks of size [m, n] (C), [m, k] (A), and [k, n]
(B), respectively. Those blocks are transferred from main
memory to MCDRAM and transformed on the fly into blocks
Ċ, Ȧ, and Ḃ, respectively. Since MCDRAM can hold several
of those blocks simultaneously, computation and transfer can
overlap, and some blocks can be reused, depending on the
order of evaluation.
Challenge: This multilayered algorithm has one major
drawback: its memory management is not an explicit parameter of the algorithm. Indeed, to port this algorithm to a different architecture, one must rediscover the appropriate shapes
and sizes of the data for each topology level. To automate
this work, memory management must be made explicit and
composable enough that an application performance specialist

can automate the search for ideal parameters, using autotuning
for example. Moreover, the layouts are complex enough that
facilities to track and reason about these geometries are
required.
III. A BSTRACTIONS FOR E FFICIENT I N -M EMORY DATA
O RCHESTRATION
Our motivating problem points towards the need for a
principled approach to three memory abstractions: layout,
tiling, and movement across a topology. In order to improve
on existing algorithms and adapt our work to future platforms,
these three abstractions need to become available as first-class
constructs that we can use for implementation and for further
experimentation.
Such goal is also in line with the PADAL whitepaper [3], which identified that as we approach exascale, highperformance computing platforms will move toward cheap
and massively parallel compute power while data movement
will dominate energy and performance costs. To facilitate the
development of applications on those platforms, the authors
called for the community to establish locality-preserving abstractions. Data layout, tiling, and topology were identified as
critical components of such an effort.
We present here how these three abstractions can be made
available inside a single framework, as building blocks for further performance optimization studies. Our framework should
have the following goals:
• Composable: application developers and performance experts should be able to pick and choose which building
blocks to use depending on their specific needs.
• Flexible: one should be able to customize, replace, or
change the configuration of each building block as much
as possible.
• Declarative: to the extent possible, each building block
should provide the means for users to describe how it
is used by the application, without having to change the
existing programming model.
• Hardware-oblivious: given the right initialization parameters, the resulting memory management policies should
work on any hardware configuration.
Given these goals, we detail the scope and intent for each
abstraction and highlight how they interact with one another.
Data Layouts: This abstraction is in charge of representing
how the bytes of a data structure are organized in a linear
virtual address space. In this paper, we focus on layouts
typically encountered when dealing with dense linear algebra
algorithms: multidimensional arrays of a single element type,
with optional strides. This abstraction provides methods to find
a single element and, more important, slicing and reshaping.
We identify slicing as the act of returning a subset of the
layout; reshaping provides the user with a view of the layout
using different dimensions (without changing the underlying
data organization).
Tiling Data: Tiling, or blocking, is a common optimization
strategy to improve the data locality of an algorithm. It can
be summarized as the action of grouping data elements to

Table I
S UMMARY OF DATA M ANAGEMENT A BSTRACTIONS
Abstraction
Layout
Tiling
Movement

Intent
data organization in memory
generate/index slices
orchestrate movement

Methods
deref, reshape
index, slice
copy, transform

be placed or worked on together. Based on our motivating
problem, tiling is the abstraction in charge of providing an
indexation and generation mechanism over slices of a layout.
Indeed, for a blocked DGEMM algorithm it is critical to be
able to reason about the layout of entire input matrices as
tiles for which coordinates are available so that the tiles can
be iterated on correctly.
Moving Data: The core abstraction behind the movement
of data inside a topology can be identified by two main
functions: the means to perform the movement itself and the
type of movement being performed. Indeed, depending on the
architecture and the specific programming model, moving data
between memories can be done by a regular memcpy, by
moving physical pages of data around, by calling into devicespecific APIs (cudaMemcpy), by queuing copy operations
(clEnqueueCopyBuffer in OpenCL), or even by using
parallel runtimes (OpenMP 5.0). On the other hand, the
data movement operation itself might include more than just
copying and moving data around, for example, transposing
matrices for better efficiency or packing/filtering the data to
improve locality.
These abstractions, summarized in Table I, were implemented in AML, a lightweight framework written in C99 using
pthreads for its asynchronous movement facilities.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E XPLORATION OF DGEMM ON A
L ARGE H ETEROGENEOUS T OPOLOGY
We now present how our memory management framework
can be used to generalize the DGEMM optimization presented
earlier, on Intel’s Knights Landing architecture.
A. Experimental Setup
All the experiments presented in this section run on an Intel
Knights Landing processor model 7210, comprising 16 GiB of
high-bandwidth, on-package MCDRAM and 192 GiB of DDR.
This platform has 64 cores available, running at 1.3 GHz, and
hyperthreading is deactivated. Unless otherwise specified, the
node is configured at boot time to run in Flat/Quad mode,
meaning that the MCDRAM is exposed to the system as a
single NUMA node and that the distributed cache directory is
configured to improve latency on the cache misses.
The node is running CentOS 7.5, kernel version 3.10. The
frequency governor has been set to performance. The
benchmarks are compiled with icc 17.0.1; architecture-specific
optimizations (-xHost) are active. All experiments are run
using 60 cores for computation (with OpenMP) and 4 cores
for data movement. The inner kernel is generated ahead of
time by using the BOAST autotuning framework [4].
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A dims : {NB, M, NB, K} ;
B dims : {NB, K, NB, N} ;
C dims : {NB, M, NB, N} ;
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Tiles :
A dims :
{M, K} ;
A reshaped :
{NBLOCKM, NBLOCKA, MR, NBLOCKK, KB} ;
A t r a n s p o s e d : {NBLOCKK, NBLOCKM, NBLOCKA, KB, MR} ;
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B dims :
{K, N} ;
B reshaped :
{NBLOCKK, KB, NBLOCKN, NR} ;
B t r a n s p o s e d : {NBLOCKK, NBLOCKN, KB, NR} ;
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C dims :
{M, N} ;
C reshaped :
{NBLOCKM, NBLOCKA, MR, NBLOCKN, NR} ;
C t r a n s p o s e d : {NBLOCKM, NBLOCKN, NBLOCKA, MR, NR} ;
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Figure 1. Example of a Ȧ before and after transposition. Elements of each
b have the same color.
A
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T i l e s a r e p r e f e t c h e d from DDR t o MCDRAM and
r e s h a p e d and t r a n s p o s e d d u r i n g t r a n s f e r .
∗/
v o i d t o p _ k e r n e l ( c o n s t d o u b l e ∗A, c o n s t d o u b l e ∗B ,
d o u b l e ∗C ) {
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prefetch ( firstTileOf_A ) ;
prefetch ( firstTileOf_B ) ;
prefecth ( firstTileOf_C ) ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < b l o c k _ n u m b e r ; i ++) {
f o r ( i n t j = 0 ; j < b l o c k _ n u m b e r ; j ++) {
w a i t ( t i l e of C) ;
p r e f e t c h ( nextTileOf_C )
f o r ( i n t k = 0 ; k < b l o c k _ n u m b e r ; k ++) {
wait ( tileOf_A ) ;
p r e f e t c h ( nextTileOf_A ) ;
wait ( tileOf_B ) ;
p r e f e t c h ( nextTileOf_B ) ;
o u t e r _ k e r n e l (NBLOCKM, NBLOCKN, NBLOCKK,
tileOf_A , tileOf_B , tileOf_C ) ;
}
wait ( flushPreviousTileOf_C ) ;
flush ( tileOf_C ) ;
}
}
wait ( flushLastTileOf_C ) ;
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Figure 2. Example of a Ḃ before and after transposition. Elements of each
b have the same color.
B

Figure 3. Example of a Ċ before and after transposition. Elements of each
b have the same color.
C

}
Listing 2. Pseudocode for the DGEMM top kernel.

Inline Transformation Top Kernel: The DGEMM algorithm presented in Section II is adapted to use our framework
to handle its tiling as well as the data movement and simultaneous transformations. Data movement is executed ahead
of time when possible, using a scheme similar to double
buffering. That is, for each matrix, the next block of the
outer kernel is prefetched. Result tiles (those of matrix C) are
copied back into the source data in DRAM, too. To perform
this data movement, dedicated threads each perform active
polling on a workqueue protected by a spinlock (one lock
per queue per thread). Each thread is in charge of one of
the 4 operations in this algorithm: prefetch and transform Ȧ,
Ḃ, Ċ, and flush previous Ċ. Figures 1, 2, and 3 showcase
examples of these transformations between the top and outer
kernel, for M R = 2, N R = 3, KB = 5, N BLOCKA = 7,
N BLOCKM = 2, N BLOCKN = 5, N BLOCKK = 4.
Listing 2 provides the pseudocode for this kernel, while
detailing the layouts and data movements.
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Figure 4. DGEMM performance depending on transform implementation.

Performance Exploration: For our performance exploration we compare several versions of our kernel, depending
on two changes:
• Transform performance: whether the implementation uses
a generic and unoptimized algorithm to handle each transformation or a custom code, optimized for the specific
block sizes involved here,
• Thread binding: whether the threads performing the
data transformation share cores with the regular worker
threads or use dedicated resources.
Figure 4 presents the results of these experiments, for
varying sizes of the result matrix. Experiments are repeated
10 times, and standard error is displayed. We included in
the figure the performance of one tile of the outer kernel,
as a reference for maximum reachable performance for this
strategy. Note that this performance is in line with the reported
data in the original study.
These results highlight the impact of the method of transform and the placement of data management threads on overall
performance of this algorithm. This is precisely the kind
of experiments that are made easier by providing higherlevel abstractions about memory management in a complex
algorithm. We hope to explore further these design points for
this algorithm and others in the future.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Deep memory architectures have become widely available
only in the past couple of years, and studies focusing on them
are rare. Furthermore, since vendors recommend using them as
another level of hardware-managed cache, few works make the
case for explicit management of these memory types. Among
existing ones, two major trends can be identified: studies
arguing either for data placement or for data migration.
Data placement [3] addresses the issue of distributing data
among all available memory types only once, usually at allocation time. Several efforts in this direction aim at simplifying

the APIs available for placement, similar to work on general
NUMA architectures: memkind [5], the Simplified Interface
for Complex Memory [6], and Hexe [7]. These libraries provide applications with intent-based allocation policies, letting
users specify bandwidth-bound data or latency-sensitive data,
for example. While placement is critical for the efficient use of
deep memory architectures, these mechanisms lack the means
to move data around to accommodate workloads that cannot
fit in the right layer, resulting in missing optimization opportunities. Nevertheless, our framework also provides placement
features as the basis for its data movement facilities.
Data migration addresses the issue of moving data dynamically across memory types during the execution of the
application. Our preliminary work [8] on this approach showcased that performance of a simple stencil benchmark could be
improved by migration, using a scheme similar to out-of-core
algorithms, when the compute density of the application kernel
is high enough to provide compute/migration overlapping. Further work [9] studied performance models for such strategies,
including heuristics to migrate data as part of the execution of
a workflow with task dependencies. The prefetching strategy
used in this paper matches some of these heuristics. Another
study [10] discussed a runtime method to schedule tasks with
data dependencies on a deep memory platform. Unfortunately,
the scheduling algorithm is limited to scheduling a task only
after all its input data has been moved to faster memory.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We presented in this paper how additional memory management abstractions can be used to simplify and extend complex
optimization strategies for deep memory and heterogeneous
platforms. While we used Intel’s Knights Landing architecture
as a basis for this study, we expect that exascale topologies will
exhibit the same kind of complexity and will require the same
kind of optimization strategies. In particular, heterogeneous
platforms are ideal for such strategies since a separate compute
element can be used for transform operations.
Further tuning of the various abstractions can also be
performed, in particular autotuning of the transform operators.
As we move closer to exascale, we will also continue to
improve the abstractions offered by our framework for future
architectures. These improvements will include support for
heterogeneous platforms (CPU-GPU with unified memory), as
well as better abstractions to handle the distribution of data
layouts over multiple NUMA nodes or the use of helper cores
to perform data movement, which might be necessary for the
Fujitsu A64FX Post-K computer architecture.
The AML library, documentation, and links to the benchmarks are available online at https://argo-aml.readthedocs.io/
en/latest/.
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